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**Title word cross-reference**

256 [108], 384 [77], 64 [130], 8 [154],  
$N = p^2q$ [141], $t$ [272], $\tau$ [187], $GF(2^8)$ [199],  
x [246], $Z$ [48, 13].  


128 [85]. 128-bit [277].


512-bit [276].

academic [121]. accelerate [49]. accelerators [273]. account [135].  
Applications

cache [261, 251, 253]. cache-timing [251].

frequency [117, 91]. frequency-based [117]. fresh [88]. friendly [270].
FrodoKEM [266]. function [10].
functions [49, 162, 133, 54].

half [159]. half-size [159]. hands [105].
hard [4]. Harder [138]. Hardware [266, 140, 157, 48, 76, 10, 70, 154, 169, 55, 71, 147, 158, 135, 44, 106]. hardware-level [158]. hardware-software [147]. hardware/software [147]. Harvesting [7].
HC-128 [85]. HCCA [209].
HCCA-resistant [209]. Hellman [277].


history [119]. homomorphic [204, 25].

IC [265]. ICs [117]. identification [205].

instruction [29, 87, 16]. instructions [276]. integrated [189]. intensity [263].
Interdiction [157]. interference [221]. Internal [196, 101]. Internet [211].
Intersection [244]. Introduction [102, 74, 174, 150, 124, 163, 1, 2, 52, 229].

isogeny-based [226]. isomorphisms [131]. issue [102, 74, 257, 174, 150, 124, 52, 179].


key-extraction [105]. keying [88]. keys [255, 224]. Kite [217]. Koblitz [187].
ladder [5, 184]. ladder-based [5]. lambda [75]. laptop [105]. large [78, 260, 206].
leakage-resilient [88, 134]. leakages [167].

leaks [77, 43, 79]. learning [229, 136, 228, 26, 254, 107, 188, 251, 225].
length [171]. less [249, 130, 16]. level [208, 76, 5, 158, 149, 104]. levels [277].
library [202]. licensing [106]. lighter [271].
linear [148, 56, 37]. listening [121]. local
multiplication [269]. localized [177]. locations [69].
locking [259]. logarithm [255, 138].
low-energy [273]. low-latency [273].
LUCIFER [198]. LWE [128]. Lyra [81].

management [146]. map [263]. mask [221].
masked [107, 207]. Masking [78, 128, 154, 212, 250, 176, 203, 252, 275].
Melting [274]. memory [81, 62, 201].
MEMS [224]. Message [25, 49].
MICKEY [99]. micro [268].
micro-architectural [268].
microarchitectural [169].
microcontroller [30]. Minimizing [62].
Multi-level [149]. multidimensional [193].
multiparty [78]. multiple [167, 145].
multiplication [276, 118, 182, 209, 192, 100, 57, 13, 112, 269, 82, 231, 200, 16, 219].
multiplications [48, 130]. multiplicative [159, 200]. multiplier [209, 37, 214].
multipliers [216]. Multiprecision [112].

Naccache [210]. nano [7, 236].
nano-CMOS [7]. nano-scale [236].
Neumann [173]. neural [263].
on-profiled [56]. nonce [77]. nonlinear [148]. normalization [60]. novel [259].
NTRUEncrypt [71]. number [180, 122, 77, 227].

operands [209]. operations [148, 227].
Optimal [167, 22, 9]. optimization [238, 215].
optimizations [221]. Optimized [273, 56, 115, 82]. order [142, 83, 203, 252, 275, 39]. organized [121].
overflow [145]. overhead [62]. overview [158].

PAC [136]. pace [173]. pairing [204, 220].
pairing-based [204, 220]. Parallel [276, 202, 221]. Parallelism [266].
parallelizable [196]. Parallelizing [49].
password-based [81]. pay [106].
pay-per-use [106]. PC [218]. PC-based [218]. PCs [105]. pentanomials [216].
Performance [266, 247, 4, 55, 62, 17, 202, 44]. Peter [179].


Xilinx [70, 260, 106]. XOR [206].

zero [60]. zero-mean [60].
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